April’s Top 5 Favorite Scary, Creepy, And Supernatural Television Shows
5. The X-Files : Revolves around FBI Special agents Fox Mulder and Dana Scully, who investigate x-files,
marginalized, unsolved cases involving paranormal phenomena. Mulder believe in the existence of
aliens and the paranormal while Scully, a medical doctor and a skeptic, is assigned to make scientific
analyses of Mulder’s discoveries to debunk his work and thus return him to mainstream cases. Early in
the series, both agenst become pawns in a larger conflict and come to trust only each other and a very
few select people. In addition to the series-spanning story arc, monster of the week episodes form
roughly two thirds of all episodes.
4.American Horror Story: Described as an anthology series: each season a different story.
Murder House:The troubled Harmon Family moves into a restored mansion and soon encounter the
home’s former residents, the Langdons. The family discovers the home is haunted by the ghosts of
anyone who has ever died on the property.
Asylum: Takes place in 1964 and follows the patients, doctors and nuns who occupy the Briarcliff Mental
institution in Massachusetts, and founded to treat and house the criminally insane. Briarcliff’s
inhabitants are routinely subject to supernatural and scientific influences, including demonic possession
and extraterrestrial abduction.
Coven: Set in 2013 and Follows the descendants of the withces who survived the Salem Witch Trials,
who are nearly extinct and are in danger once again. Those who share this genetic affliction are being
subjected to strange and violent attacks. A mysterious all-girls boarding school has opened in New
Orleans to protect and house young women who carry this unique bloodline, and keep them from the
dangers of the outside world. The long-absent Supreme, and most powerful witch of her generation,
Fiona Goode, arrives to ensure the safety of the coven, but also to fulfill her own hidden agenda.
There’s also a historic grudge between Voodoo Queen Marie Laveau and socialite serial killer Delphine
LaLaurie.
Freak Show: Takes place in 1952 in the quiet town of Jupiter, Florida and follows a struggling freak show.
After not being seen by the public in decades, when the conjoined twins are taken to the hospital
there’s the chance to finally drum up some business for the sideshow. However, as events unfold, it is
revealed that multiple dark entities have taken up residence in Jupiter, with all of their eye sbeing set on
the freaks.
Hotel: 2015 Los Angeles California in the haunted, retro Hotel Cortez, which was built to become a
torture chamber for the customers by the founder James Patrick March. The wardens of the hotel
include a 111 year old vampire Elizabeth Johnson, and the front desk clerk and manager Iris. The
residents and guests include the drug addicted prostitute ghost, Sally McKenna, Iris’ hateful son and
former drug addict turned vampire lover of Elizabeth, Donovan, Transgender bartender Liz Taylor,
actress and revengeful former love of Elizabeth, Ramona Royale, male model heartthrob and murder
addict Tristan Duffy, New York Fasion designer and current purchaser Will Drake, and the suspicious and
soon going insane detective John Lowe and his depressed wife Alex. When lowe checks into the hotel,

what he doesn’t know is that he is targeted by a serial murderer, the Ten Commandments killer, which
will bring the inside and outside danger crashing together.
Roanoke: Current season. 2016 in North Carolina. Shelby Miller, her husband Matt, and Matt’s sister Lee
appear on a documentary named My Roanoke Nightmare in order to recount a series of supernatural
events that happen to them after Shelby and Matt relocate from Los Angeles to North Carolina. During
their stay at the house, the family find videotapes made by the previous owner of the house that detail
the terrifying events that happened there.

3.Grimm: A cop drama with a twist: a homicide investigator Nick Burkhardt of the Portland Police
Department learns he is descended from a line of guardians known as Grimms, charged with keeping
balance between humanity and the mythological creatures of the world called Wesen(Vessen), the
german word for being or creature. Throughout the series, he must battle against an assortment of
dangerous creatures, with help from his Wesen(vessen) friend, Monroe, and his partner, Detective Hank
Griffin. Opening: “There once was a man who lived a life so strange, it had to be true. Only he could see
what no one else can- the darkness inside…the real monster within…and he’s the one who must stop
them. This is his calling. This is his duty. This is the life of a Grimm.”
2.Charmed: Follows a trio of sisters, known as the Charmed Ones, the most powerful good witches of all
time, who use their combined Power of three to protect innocent lives from evil beings such as demons
and warlocks. Each sister possesses a unique magical powers that grow and evolves, while they attempt
to maintain normal lives in modern-day San Francisco. Keeping their supernatural identities separate
and secret from their ordinary lives often becomes a challenges for them, with the exposure of magic
having far-reaching consequences on their various relationships and resulting in a number of police and
FBI investigations throughout the series. Initially focuses on the three Halliwell Sisters, Prue, Piper and
Pheoebe, However following Prue’s death, their long lost half sister Paige Matthews assumes her place
within the power of the three.
1. Supernatural: Follows two brothers, Sam and Dean Winchester, as they hunt demons, ghosts,
monsters, and other supernatural beings in the world. Just renewed for 11 th season.

Honorable Mentions:
Dark Shadows: American gothic soap opera that aired from June 27, 1966 to April 2, 1971. The show
depicted the lives and loves, trials and tribulations of the wealthy Collins of Collinsport, Maine. Vampire
Barnabas Collins appeared ten months into its run. Also featured ghosts, werewolves, zombies, manmade monsters, witches, warlocks, time travel, and a parallel universe.

Hemlock Grove: Netflix original series: The show examines the strange happenings in Hemlock Grove, a
fictional town in Pennsylvania. Roman Godfrey, heir to the town’s wealthy Godfrey family, befriends the
town’s newcomer, Peter Rumancek. Recent brutal murders in the town have stirred up rumors, and the
two work together to shed light on the case while also hiding their own dark secrets. (one’s a werewolf,
and one is a strange type of vampire from a family of these vampires).

